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concerns about carding
what’s at stake in the new
policy on access?

ê Within an institution founded upon inclusiveness, does the Law Library’s new “restricted-access policy” speak against the values Osgoode purports to hold?
parmbir singh gill › staff writer

C

h a nge is a foot at Osgoode Hall. On
November 17, the Law Library instituted
a “restricted-access policy,” prohibiting
non-Osgoode students and community
members from using the Library’s study spaces for
the remainder of 2014. In an email to the student
body sent on November 13, Chief Law Librarian
Louis Mirando explained the move as necessary to “facilitate [student] work on end-of-term
assignments and studies for the upcoming exams.”
Importantly, the policy is being enforced through
a controversial practice called ‘carding,’ which
requires all patrons to present personal identification to Library staff upon entry, and to submit to
further “querying” if required. While some students have come out in support of the new policy,
many others are raising questions about its content, implementation, and effects.

To foster a critical discussion of both the means
and the ends of restricted access, the Obiter Dicta
is reprinting the following edited letter, sent by an
Osgoode Hall law student and Law Union member
to the Chief Law Librarian on November 22.
Readers interested in voicing their own concerns
and/or organizing a campaign to repeal the policy
may contact the Osgoode Hall Law Union at <ohlu.
sc@gmail.com>.
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Toronto Real Estate, Russian Imperialism,
and Economic Mobility

I

came across a story this weekend that struck
me on a personal level for several unexpected
reasons. The story began with a real estate listing, a semi-attached commercial space at 716
Gerrard Street East, listed for $539,000. I didn’t
know the building, nor was I familiar with the area,
but it was the subject of the story, the late resident of
the space, that drew my attention.
From the early 1920s until her death in 1960, the
upper floor of 716 Gerrard served as the residence
for Russian Grand Duchess Olga Alexandrovna, the
last surviving sibling of Tsar Nicholas II. Staring at
the picture of the building, I found it almost hard
to believe. Like something out of a movie, here in
Toronto had lived the member of a royal family, cast
into poverty by national uprising and revolution.
I immediately wondered if my grandmother knew
she was here. My great grandparents had left Russia
for Canada at the turn of the century, while the Tsar
was still in power, and settled in Toronto in the 1920s
as well. Did they know that a member of the family
that inspired their migration was now in the same
city? Did they know she had gone from a $453-million St. Petersburg palace to a dilapidated flat a few
neighbourhoods away? These questions fascinate me,
but I’ll never know the answer.
Olga Alexandrovna was born in 1882, younger
sister to Tsar Nicholas II, who had four children
whom Olga attended to during her teenage years.
Youngest daughter of Alexander III and Empress
Marie, the Grand Duchess lived in Russia until 1920.
After Nicholas II and his family were executed in
1918, Olga went into hiding, moving first to Denmark
until threatened by Stalin and accused of corroborating with Germany. Olga left Europe for the United
States and eventually settled in Cooksville, Ontario,
and then Toronto. In the city, she lived with Russian
friends who ran a beauty salon on the main floor of a
semi-attached apartment, at 716 Gerrard.
The highest ranking member of the Russian imperial family to come to North America, Olga lived out
her days in a small room on the second floor of the
building until she passed away from cancer at age 78.
Having once owned a palace complete with its own
church, greenhouse, and 70-person staff, she lived
modestly after the collapse of the Russian Empire.
During the height of the family’s reign, Nicholas II
had a personal wealth over a trillion dollars. When
Olga came to Canada, according to a family friend,
she gave possessions away with little regard, eventually settling on Gerard with only a couple trinkets and
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“Come, woo me, woo me, for now I am in a
holiday humor, and like enough to consent.”
william shakespeare

ê The exterior of 716 Gerrard Street East, where Grand Duchess Olga of Russia lived in Toronto. Photo credit: Matthew
Sherwood for National Post.

a photo of her husband, Colonel Kulikovsky, in hand.
The apartment is now up for sale, likely to be
gutted and refitted for commercial use. I don’t know
if there’s one morale that jumps out of this story, but
it strikes me that Olga’s tale says a little bit about a lot
of things. I can’t imagine that as she strolled through
the hallways of her palace she ever contemplated
winding up in a room on Gerrard Street, and yet
that’s where she ended up spending most of her life. I
also can’t imagine that my great grandparents would
have ever dreamed their daughter would one day
have more wealth than the Grand Duchess of Russia,
but as it turned out, Olga lived and died with none of
her family’s fortune.
Given the approaching end of 2014, Olga’s story
can lend important perspective to not take anything
for granted when life’s experiences are so often fleeting. Few of us will ever experience the stark contrast
between wealth and poverty that Olga went through,
but it’s still likely that many of our lives will change
significantly from this point. Looking towards the
New Year, I can’t help but wonder if any of our current “empires” are about to fall, and if my neighbourhood will one day house a former tyrant or oligarch.
It’s a strange musing, but one that has new-found
credence given the story of the Grand Duchess. Her
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history is truly as fascinating as the home she left
behind is ordinary. Olga’s story tells us something
about the uncertainty of the economy and the future,
and the vulnerabilities of our families and ourselves.
It speaks to the dangers of power, the risk of wealth,
and the inevitability of change. Lastly, I think this
story tells us something important about the line
between expectation and reality, and the many surprising ways in which it can be redrawn.
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Community Interrupted: Toward a Less
Constitutional Constitutionalism
An interview with Stacey Douglas
michael capitano › news editor

O

n nov ember 12, 2014, Stacy Douglas,
assistant professor at Carleton University
and constitutional scholar, visited Osgoode
Hall Law School as part of the Law.Art.
Culture Colloquium Series. She presented on the
problem that constitutions, often considered to be
the primary devices with which to construct new
political communities, have a tendency to conflate
the everyday management of populations with the
vast horizons of political possibilities. Her legal interests are motivated by broad questions about theories
of democracy, the role of the state, the relationship
between government and the governed, and processes
of decolonisation.
Currently, she is tackling issues related to monumentalizing the constitution and the need for counter-monumental memorializing in order to interrupt
constitutional “fetishizing” and decentre the constitution in the political community. Her research focus
is on exploring
ways to un-think
the hegemony of
the liberal subject
in the sovereign
community, and
looking to the museum as a possible place that can
function as an external site where radical reflexivity
is possible. Prior to her presentation, I had the opportunity to interview Stacy to explore what inspired her
research, and the importance of writing the interruption to transform the political community.

S: That’s a good question. I talk about it in a lot of
different ways in my work. The most succinct way
I can put it is that both museums and constitutions
are sites where imaginations of political communities are launched. They both tell stories about who
belongs and who doesn’t belong. They both tell stories about the kind of parameters of community and
jurisdiction. And they do that in numerous ways. One
example is the use of time—specifically teleological
time—the use of linear time to anchor their imaginations of the political.
Crucially, however, even though museums and
constitutions have these similarities, I also argue that
museums can do things that constitutions cannot and
that difference is important. Different kinds of constitutional theorists have tried making the constitution reflexive; what I say there is that the attempt to
do so, especially about their boundaries and borders,
is not possible. Constitutions delimit; that is what
they do. If it’s not delimiting political community or
claiming to then it’s not a constitution; it has to have
a body politic to
found itself.
Museums, even
though they have
this long history
of also delimiting in this way, can actually undo that by adopting
counter-monumental memorializing practices. This
term, I borrow from South African scholars; they have
written a lot about their relatively new constitution
(1996), and on the problematic ways it is lauded as a
quick fix for their problems. I argue that one of the
ways we can attend to this problem is to look at the
museum as a site with which we can interrupt that
monumentalization.

“Constitutions delimit; that is
what they do.”

Michael: So I read a couple of your articles, your
latest ones on constitutionalism and museums.
Reflecting on my visits to museums, I never considered them as manufacturers of community, but it’s an
interesting thought. What first got you interested in
this area of study in the first place?
Stacy: My manuscript begins with an anecdote about
me as a young person growing up in Peterborough,
Ontario, going on class trips to museums. In particular, I talk about an experience of going to a museum
where the staff asked us to assume roles in order
to relive history; the role they wanted us to relive
was that of settlers coming to Canada. Staff told us,
“Pretend you are all immigrants fleeing Europe and
you’re getting on the Mayflower and coming to a new
land.” I remember distinctly being asked to get into
bunk beds that were supposed to help simulate the
trip; we all crammed in. They asked us to effectively
think and feel the story of who belonged to the supposed history of Peterborough.
That memory has persisted in my mind, begging questions about community and belonging and
what kinds of histories are presumed to “belong”
to Peterborough. Many of my classmates were not
European immigrants, so it wasn’t their story, and it
certainly wasn’t the story for my Ojibwa classmates.
It’s that narrative force of the museum and its authorizing power that has constantly returned to me.
M: How do you relate how museums function to that
of constitutions?

M: I recently heard Jeffery Hewitt speak on Aboriginal
law and evidence, and he was talking about the
progression of Aboriginal rights through the
Constitution. One thing I took from his talk was that
although Aboriginal peoples have rights enshrined in
the Constitution Act, 1982, those rights are imposed
upon them by, and interpreted through, the sovereign
structure in which the Constitution was founded.
Museums, on the other hand, are places that don’t
have that inherent limitation. Are museums then a
source of political community where other people’s
narratives, rather than just the dominant one, can be
told in a space where we can interact and learn about
them?
S: What I am trying to get at are the inheritances of

ê Stacy Douglas speaks of the need to interrupt the

constitutional “fetishizing” in the political community.

the Western liberal individual that come through our
juridical structure. How do we deal with that while
simultaneously attending to the everyday need to
make decisions, to navigate, and negotiate conflict?
While I am aspirational for a juridical structure that
gets away from that inheritance of sovereignty, I don’t
know how that’s going to happen, I don’t think we
can fix it within the system. As long as that system
exists, what we should do is to work on not fetishizing
it as the sole site of political community. As thinkers
dedicated to figuring out how to change our political horizons, we need to stop centering the constitution, or at least realize the limitations of it, and look to
other sites from which we can attack these footholds.
M: That’s interesting. A lot of what I’ve heard about
Aboriginal law cases, those cases didn’t happen
by accident. Aboriginal people violated the law
» see interrupted, page 14
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Canadian Forum on Civil Justice Launches
New Blog Series on Access To Justice Advocates
sabreena delhon & nabila khan ›
canadian forum on civil justice

T

he a 2j blog on the Canadian Forum on
Civil Justice website features leading voices
in access to justice research and advocacy. It
publishes submissions from a range of individuals at the forefront of access to justice initiatives – from senior scholars to engaged law students.
Recent contributors include Ab Currie (CFCJ Senior
Research Fellow), JP Boyd (Executive Director of the
Canadian Research Institute for Law and the Family),
Kimberley Byers (Osgoode Hall Law School JD student), and Sam Muller (Director of HiiL Innovating
Justice). The contributions are diverse and serve to
spark dialogue about current access to justice initiatives and new research findings. Topics can range
from alternative dispute resolution in family law to

the sociological underpinnings that shape our understanding of the access to justice crisis. The A2J Blog
has been positively received by leading organizations
in the access to justice community, including the PLE
Learning Exchange (a Community Legal Education
Ontario Project), Legal Aid Ontario, and Pro Bono
Students Canada.
This winter, the A2J Blog will be launching an
exciting new series titled Access to Justice Advocates.
The series is a response to recent reports that have
underscored the importance of innovation and imagination in the pursuit of access to justice. At the
Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, we understand that
such efforts come down to people - the diverse advocates working in different and important ways across
the access to justice landscape. Each month we will
profile individuals who make valuable contributions
to the multi-faceted issue of access to justice.

The series will kick off in December, and we currently have profiles lined up on Dianne Wintermute
(Staff Lawyer, ARCH Disability Law Centre), Janet
Mosher (Associate Professor, Osgoode Hall Law
School), and Nat Paul (Project Leader, Ontario Justice
Education Network). With a range of backgrounds
and experiences, these advocates will be sharing key
insights about how their perspectives on access to
justice have changed over the course of their careers,
and how they address common misconceptions about
access to justice in their work.
Would you like to make a submission to the A2J Blog?
Do you know an Access to Justice Advocate? Let us
know at communications@cfcj-fcjc.org and check out
the A2J Blog at www.cfcj-fcjc.org/a2jblog. u

Os-Sustainability Week

Raising awareness on everyday environmentallyfriendly initiatives
liane langstaff & ronald neal ›
osgoode sustainabilit y committee
co-directors

W

hen osgoode students were asked
to name a sustainability initiative on
campus, the majority were able to name
at least one or two great projects. For
instance, many knew that reusable cutlery, mugs,
and plates are available in the Bistro to minimize
packaging waste. But did you know that the Bistro
also offers a twenty-five cent discount on coffee when
you bring a travel mug? Or that it only uses cage-free
eggs in its meals?
Building awareness of these diverse sustainability
initiatives is one of the principal goals of the Osgoode
Sustainability Committee. As a subset of the Osgoode
Environmental Law Society, the Sustainability
Committee has been working with Aramark (the
company that runs the Bistro) and Osgoode Facilities

Management to make students’ voices heard. For
instance, last year, the Sustainability Committee
worked to ensure double-sided printing options were
available in the library and introduced an organics
bin in the Bistro.
Building on the Sustainability Committee’s
past successes, this year marked the first annual
Os-Sustainability Week. Beginning on Monday,
November 19, Os-Sustainability Week was a celebration of environmental and social awareness on
campus.
Students, faculty, and staff who brought a mug to
campus enjoyed free fair-trade coffee and tea during
the Monday and Wednesday lunch breaks. In addition, those who visited the Os-Sustainability Week
booth were invited to spin the sustainability wheel
to win great prizes. Visitors were given a sustainability question either revolving around the sustainability initiatives present in the Bistro or opportunities to
live more sustainably at home.
With the generous support of Aramark and Legal

t humbs down

Putin leaving the G20 Summit early to
“get some sleep.”

& Lit, the Sustainability Committee gave away over
$150 in Bistro and Starbucks gift cards as well as
reusable take-out containers and travel mugs.
Although the Os-Sustainability Week is only one
week a year, the Osgoode Sustainability Committee
hopes the event will draw attention to the simple,
environmentally-friendly practices we can engage
in every day. Moreover, to help keep this spirit alive
throughout the year, the Sustainability Committee
has partnered with the Obiter Dicta to bring you
the “Green Tip of the Week.” Going forward, the
Sustainability Committee will draw attention to one
environmentally-friendly practice, activity, or event
on campus each week.
Have ideas for the Green Tip of the Week? Or
want to get involved in upcoming Sustainability
Committee events and projects? Just email
EnvironmentalLawSociety@osgoode.yorku.ca u
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A Christmas Carol for My Fellow Students

Replacing darkness and despair with hopes of goodwill
and renewed optimism
heather pringle › layout editor

A

s the holiday season quickly approaches,
and another year slowly comes to an end, it
		 seems only fitting to pause and reflect upon
		 the moments that have passed us by, those
we currently live in, and those yet to come. It is far
too easy for us law students to narrow the perspective
on our lives during this time of the year to little more
than eating, studying, and sleeping. And at times,
two of those three seem merely optional. To persist
down this path may bring the immediate rewards of
academic glory and the justification needed for a seventh eggnog latte in one day, but it also detracts our
attention away from the bigger picture we are part
of, the reasons why we have chosen to walk this path
in the first place. So in true Dickensian fashion, this
salty, old Scrooge would like to explore the depths of
her own soul in hopes of arriving at the traditional
epiphany often espoused as the end of another year
goes by. After all, what kind of a paper would this
be without the pontifications of its staff? No, don’t
answer that.

The Ghost of Christmas Past
I think it’s safe to say that each and every one of us
has found ourselves in our present predicament – it
is, after all, both a blessing and a curse – as a result
of circumstances that bear a great significance in our
life. So while it’s easy to dismiss the cliché question
‘Why did you apply to law school?’ in jest, the likely
reality is that the answer is the motivation influencing how our journeys take shape during these next
years. To that end, it seems somewhat appropriate to
reflect on where we started, regardless of where we
currently stand, to gain a full appreciation of just how
far we’ve already come since then. It might seem trite
to point out, but the value isn’t in revealing the process per se, but rather the substantive insight that it
can provide.
I’m going to go out on a limb here and say that I’m
probably one of the black sheep as far as one’s expectations of a law student is concerned. Or at the very
least, I’m a dark shade of grey. I didn’t arrive at law
school through the front doors like most. Instead, I
slipped in through the delivery doors after spending
a good ten years traipsing about the yard looking at
cloud bunnies in the sky and occasionally pondering
whether it’s possible to build an elevator to space. I
was an art student. My Ghost of Christmas Past brings
memories of a career that indulged in radicalism and
scoffed at the notion of doing anything conventional.
It was a time where I was free-spirited in thought
and not yet tempered by the pragmatic realities that
quickly become evident after a single semester of law
school. I didn’t fully appreciate it at the time, but I
was fortunate to have the opportunity to find myself
in a field that fosters innovation without placing barriers that prevent unexpected possibilities. It wasn’t
necessarily the creation of the work that I was most
passionate about, but rather the mindset involved in
the process.
My Ghost also reveals to me the memories of
my time back home in Vancouver where I was surrounded by the love and support of my friends and

family, a time when I came home after work every
night to my partner. As I’m sure many of us have discovered, there truly isn’t a better test of the strength
of those connections than choosing to study law
nearly forty-five
thousand kilometers away. In looking back on the
life I was living, I
begin to appreciate the sacrifices
I’ve made in order to be here. I took a risk by leaving an established career to pursue what is arguably
a complete turnaround from where I stood with no
guarantees of success – in fact, quite the opposite! I
lost several good friends and a fiancé as a result of the
distance and the demands on my time. I don’t reflect
on these things as an act of self-pity. I look at them
as an indication of the strength of my commitment
to these goals, as a reminder to keep moving forward
lest I cheapen the integrity of the sacrifices I’ve made.

I would begin to enumerate the law school platitudes we are all so intimately familiar with. I would
set the stage such that the final climatic revelation
strikes the reader with a force reminiscent of an M
Night Shyamalan
ending. It really
wouldn’t be too
hard of a task,
considering the
general overall
level of anxiety
and stress experienced on a daily basis. Law school
really speaks for itself in this matter, and perhaps so
much so that it becomes unnecessary to add fuel to a
fire already burning. Instead, I would prefer to take
a more optimistic approach, as hard as that might be
to conceive of at this post-OCI, pre-exam moment in
time. Depending on the nature of the steps leading us
here, it can be a cathartic release to reconcile the past
with our present, and all the more beneficial when
we are able to conclude that we are in a better position as a result of the choices we’ve made.
I must admit that I find myself torn between my

“. . . I begin to appreciate
the sacrifices I’ve made in order
to be here.”

The Ghost of Christmas Present
If I were to remain true to Dickensian classic narrative, it would be at this point in my musings that

» see christmas, page 17

ê What revelations will the Spirits bring you as another year draws to a close? Photo credit: John Holbo/Flickr.
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A Year in Review: ISIQ, ISIL, ISIS and IS
How did it come about, what is it doing, and where
is it heading?
gleb matushansky › staff writer

I

sl a mic state (is) introduced itself to the
Western world this summer through the infamous beheading videos. The official name for
the group is the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL) (also known as the Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria (ISIS), the Arab acronym of Da’ish, or the
self-termed IS). It is a Sunni caliphate, comprised of
international extremists waging a “jihad” against
all those who oppose it. The group controls territory in Iraq, Syria, Libya, and the Sinai Peninsula.
It has been designated as a terrorist organization by
the United Nations, the European Union, the UK, US,
Australia, Canada, Turkey, and the UAE, and accused
by Amnesty International of committing grave
human rights abuses including ethnic cleansing.
Groups located outside territories currently claimed
by IS have self-identified as supporting them or have
pledged allegiance, including Boko Haram, the Iraqi
Ba’ath Party (the former ruling party of the country),
and others hailing from Pakistan, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Uzbekistan, Libya, Tunisia, and Gaza.
The group originated in Jordan in 1999, becoming
a decentralized network during the Iraqi insurgency
in which foreign fighters were widely thought to
play a key role. In 2004, it became al-Qaeda in Iraq,
taking part in attacking coalition forces and Iraqi
security forces after the 2003 invasion of Iraq. After
merging with other groups, the Islamic State of Iraq
was born in 2006. After a decline due to its aggressiveness, in 2013, the group changed its name to ISIS,
growing under the leadership of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. However, given its violent methods, including
suicide attacks on civilian targets and the widespread
killing of prisoners during its involvement in Iraq
and the Syrian Civil War, al-Qaeda disowned ISIS
in February 2014, partially because of the latter’s
attempt to bring the al-Nusra Front into its sphere of
influence, stating “al-Qaeda does not have an organizational relationship with [ISIS] and is not the group
responsible for their actions.” In June, IS proclaimed
itself a worldwide caliphate - a single theocratic oneworld government to overthrow the world’s current
political systems.
The beheadings which first captivated the West
included those of James Foley (an American freelance war correspondent during the Syrian Civil
War), up to seventy-five Syrian
soldiers from a
captured base,
Steven Sot lof f
(a journalist for
TIME magazine
and the Jerusalem Post), David Haines (an aid worker
assessing a refugee camp near the Turkish border),
Hervé Gourdel (a French mountaineering guide in
Algeria), and Alan Henning (a British humanitarian aid worker). These beheadings follow the policy
espoused by ISIL spokesman Abu Mohammad alAdnani to attack citizens of countries participating
in the US-led coalition against the Islamic State.
One name in particular has been closely tied with
the beheadings – that of Jihadi John, a member of
the so-called Beatles (a terrorist cell within ISIS).

ê These modern day warriors have traded their horses and swords for Soviet T-72s and Stinger missiles.
Photo credit: nbcnews.com

He is alleged to be a UK national who appears in the
videos speaking English with an British accent, and
is responsible for the actual executions. Along with
other Beatles, he guarded Western hostages while
handling communications with their families. He
was identified by the FBI in September, but his name
has yet to be released publicly. British PM David
Cameron has ordered MI5, MI6, and GCHQ to track
and capture him.
The group’s leaders portray themselves as akin to
seventh century warriors thundering forth on horseback to expand their religious empire by sword. They
call their car bombs “steeds” and their drivers the
“death admirers, the knights of martyrdom.” But in
many respect, they have less in common with medieval warriors and more with modern bureaucrats.
As one reporter put it, “after decades, we may have
arrived at the ultimate professionalization of terror.”
During a routine January 2007 patrol in Anbar province, a unit of US marines stumbled on a cache of
documents including financial records, payrolls,
administrative records, and other details of fund
flows in and out of
a single local cell
then calling itself
“Islamic State of
Iraq.”
Shortly after,
Iraqi militiamen
working with the US stormed a home, finding a computer drive holding ledgers with 1200 files detailing
the finances and operations of provincial managers
overseeing the cell, as well as others like it. An analysis conducted by a US Department of Defense funded
think tank in 2010 revealed that the group is decentralized, organized, and run on a “multidivisional
hierarchy form” of management, similar to General
Motors. Essentially, semiautonomous divisions
ordered largely around geography operate without the need for day-to-day supervision, while top

“The group’s leaders portray
themselves as akin to seventh
century warriors . . .”

leaders focus on strategy and overall performance.
The documents captured showed that cells carrying
out the group’s daily functions included units such as
finance, intelligence, medical, media, logistics, and
even a mail division. The hard drive seems to have
come from a divisional auditor, showcasing strict
accounting procedures.
Previously, proceeds came from the sale of stolen
goods (a period was noted in which spoils revenue
surged, suggesting leaders specifically asked for more
plunder when more cash was demanded) and via
local cells controlling smuggling routes and extorting taxes. Money was sent to field subunits, bolstering operations at critical times, with surpluses sent
to the national treasury. These days, ISIS makes
$2-3 million a day in oil sales, which are from captured oilfields in Iraq and Syria, and sold on the black
market at about half the world price, with buyers in
Jordan, Turkey, Syria, and Iran. This backbone to the
IS economy is a worrying trend in their quest for economic self-sufficiency.
Other sources of revenue include taxes collected
from the captive population, seized property from
people IS has killed or forced to flee (including bank
accounts), kidnapping ransoms (which have generated $20 million already), private donations from
across the Persian Gulf, and the plundering of antiquities which go towards paying for fighters and sustainment the roughly eight million people IS has
living in its territories. According to the head of
Kurdish intelligence, up to $6 million in IS revenue is
generated daily. The nature of these revenue streams
makes it challenging for law enforcement officials
in the West to stop the in-flow of money. Last week,
plans were even announced to mint a series of gold,
silver, and copper coins for its own currency called
Islamic dinars, because they would be “far removed
» see isis, page 18
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The Bear’s Nightmare

Putin’s struggle to revive the soviet state
taras koulik › contributor

I

“

guess i’ll shake your hand but I have only
one thing to say to you: You need to get out of
Ukraine.” These were the words used by Prime
Minister Stephen Harper to the President of
Russia, Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, in their initial meeting during the first day of the 2014 G20
summit. This was Canada’s official response to what
has been a devastating year for Ukraine, which began
with the ousting of a Moscow-backed corrupt president and was followed by the annexation of Crimea.
The situation then evolved into a continuing invasion
of eastern Ukraine by Russian-backed mercenaries
and soldiers, all for the purported purposes of stamping out Nazism and protecting the Russian ethnic
population from the Fascist-Banderites (Banderites
are Ukrainian ultra-nationalist groups used in the
Russian government’s propaganda machine to assert
the claim that the entire country is under a pro-fascist regime). In the fog of war, Russian-backed terrorists utilizing a Buk anti-aircraft system managed to
knock the now infamous Malaysia Airlines Flight 17
forty-thousand feet out of the air and murder all twohundred ninety-eight people on board. What started
as direct aggression between Russia and Ukraine had,
through this atrocity, brought itself to the attention
and focus of Europe, and of course the West.
Now that that Ukraine is in the spotlight, the question faced by the international community is: what
should be done? But in determining what must be
done, it is necessary to understand what has already
happened. The West is aware of what is happening
now, but Ukrainian history tells a longer and more
convoluted story. To fully appreciate some of the rhetoric Putin has used over the course of this past year to
legitimize blatant breaches of international law and
order, the historical context between the two countries is discussed in this article. In considering this
history, I stress that we, as Canadians, must understand our attachment to this conflict.
Ukrainian nationalism, or Ukraine’s existence as
an independent state, has been a sore spot, a source
of resentment and contempt, for a century of Soviet
rulers, who are now represented by Putin. Before
1991, when it proclaimed its independence after the
formal collapse of the USSR, numerous attempts and
campaigns were waged by the Soviet authorities to
stamp it out. The worst of these efforts — not unlike
the German attempt to exterminate the Jews during
the Holocaust — is now known as the Holodomor. As
Kramarenko states, during this period between 1932
and 1933, “Stalin and his henchmen annihilated the
Ukrainian intelligentsia and nationally conscious
party members, who were all viewed as potential
leaders of a possible Ukrainian uprising, under the
guise of communist farming collectivization and
killed half the Ukrainian peasantry by famine.”
Many different estimates range on the scale of
death by hunger imposed on Ukraine by Stalin. From
as low as two million, to as high as twenty-eight
million people died in Ukraine during this Sovietcreated genocide, depopulating huge swaths of the
center and eastern regions of the country. While
largely supressed by the Iron Curtain, there were
Western journalists who reported on it. Gareth Jones
was one such western journalist who published eye
witness accounts and was assassinated by the KGB in

1935 for his exposé on this genocide. The official state
response by Stalin was to deny to the world that there
was any famine in Ukraine. To support this assertion,
Russia continued to export millions of tonnes of grain
– more than enough to have saved every starving
man, woman, and child. The same playbook is being
used in today’s
continuing invasion of Ukraine.
This genocide
led to the creation
of a nationalistic guerilla movement called the Ukrainian Partisan
Army, or UPA, of which Stepan Bandera became the
leader. Bandera’s leadership of the UPA is, to this
day, a very contentious political and historical topic.
Putin’s current use of his name to stir up anti-Ukrainian sentiment was due to the fact that the UPA did,
in fact, align itself with Germany in World War II
when Germany invaded Ukraine to fight the oppressive Soviet forces. The UPA fighters were responsible for countless attacks on Russian troops, officers
and supporters during this period leading to thousands of Russian, Polish and Jewish casualties. When
the war started to turn against Germany, the UPA
declared itself against both the Russian and German
army. At that point, Bandera was himself imprisoned

in a German concentration camp at Sachsenhausen
when he became of no use to the Germans. Ultimately
released from imprisonment in 1944, Bandera was
assassinated by the KGB in Berlin in 1959. To this
day, he has remained a contested figure in Ukraine,
representing to many in Western Ukraine a central figure who
defended Ukraine
from Stalin and,
in Russia, a Nazi
collaborator who
killed thousands
of Russians during World War II. After the invasion and annexation of Crimea, Putin welcomed
Ukrainian Crimeans into Russia by declaring that he
was saving them from new Ukrainian leaders who are
the “ideological heirs of Bandera, Hitler’s accomplice
during World War II.” In today’s context, the current
supporters of this group have been used as a critical
tool for Putin to drum up support in Russia for the
continued invasion and its economic costs.
Canada’s connection to Ukraine has been that of
a nation with deep Ukrainian immigrant roots. As
stated in the Canadian Encyclopedia, “[a]ccording to

“. . . it is necessary to understand
what has already happened.”

» see nightmare, page 20
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Profs who record lectures and make them
available to students.

ê While calling Putin an “extreme nationalist,” Harper insists we’re not at Hitleresque proportions just yet.
Photo credit: huffingtonpost.com
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The Meat of the Discrimination Problem

The hidden discrimination against vegetarians, and why
it actually matters
dan adler › contributor

O

ne of the fundamental rights protected
by the Charter is the right to freedom of
conscience and religion. This right is so
important that the Charter also prohibits
discrimination on the basis of religion. And while
recent case law has held that these rights do not
extend to the more marginal or fringe religious sects
and cults, it is not clear that this should make any
moral difference.
In other words, if some group’s beliefs are not
constitutionally (or otherwise legally) protected,
does this give us moral license to dismiss, disregard,
and disrespect the genuinely held beliefs of another
group?
On reflection, I think the answer is clearly no.
Even though an individual is not part of an historically disadvantaged group, she may still be subjected

ê This cartoon tries to echo the point made in this

article. For ethical vegetarians/vegans, not eating
animal products is a moral choice, and not simply a
dietary preference. From their perspective, it is as
much a dietary preference as our society’s choice not
to eat human.

to wrongful discrimination on the basis of some
other affiliation or physical characteristic.
This is an obvious point – that South Park episode where Cartman undertakes to commit genocide on “gingers” is a case in point. Having red hair
and freckles may not entitle you to special legal
protection, but it is clearly wrong to be discriminated against on
the basis of these
physical features.
And unsurprisi n g l y,
most
people tend to
behave in a way
that acknowledges the wrongfulness of this kind of
discrimination.
Yet there is another form of wrongful discrimination that goes almost entirely unnoticed – not just
within Canadian society at large, but also within
these halls. There is a form of discrimination that
disadvantages a group of people on the basis of their
beliefs.
I am referring to the ethical vegetarians/vegans
– people who refrain from eating animal products because of their belief that doing so is morally
wrong.
You might think this belief is false, grounded on
a mistake, or just intuitively absurd. And maybe you
are right. But that is completely irrelevant. Because
you do not need to agree with another person’s
beliefs; you may even openly challenge and reject
those beliefs. But it is entirely another matter, and
indeed would be morally wrong, to disadvantage
or discriminate against them on the basis of those
beliefs.
For instance, you may believe that Judaism or
Islam (or both) are false. You may openly have religious debates with people who belong to these faiths.
But it would be wrong to insult, disadvantage, or
exclude Jews and Muslims on the basis of their
beliefs.
And yet, ethical vegetarians/vegans face widespread discrimination. A recent survey of omnivores
in the U.S. found that “attitudes toward vegetarians
and vegans were equivalent to or more negative than
attitudes toward groups that are commonly targets
of bias (e.g., immigrants, gay men, lesbians), with
vegans evaluated especially negatively. The only
group evaluated more negatively than vegans was
drug addicts!”
There is also growing evidence that vegetarians
and vegans are more likely to experience a decline
in contact with family and friends, and that they are

more likely to be denied a job or a promotion because
of their diets. They are often subject to ridicule in
popular entertainment and the news media.
These unjustified attitudes and behaviours are not
absent from law schools. Anecdotally, I know of law
students who have had their beliefs sneered at and
insulted by both their professors and their peers.
Virtually every
law school event
excludes vegetarians (and especi a l ly vega n s)
because of their
diets.
These attitudes have no place in a tolerant liberal
society. If it would be disrespectful to make a joke
to a religious Jewish or Muslim peer about sneaking
pork into their meal, why would it be okay to make
this joke to an ethical vegetarian/vegan?
True, vegetarians and vegans make up only a
small (albeit growing) proportion of the population. So as far as discrimination goes, there are other
groups to be more concerned about.
And yet, discrimination is morally wrong because
it involves drawing morally irrelevant distinctions between groups of people and then providing unequal benefits to those groups – and this is
true regardless of which groups it targets. So if we
have any hope of eliminating discrimination against
women and ethnic minorities, we have to work to
eliminate discrimination wherever it occurs. u

“These unjustified attitudes
and behaviours are not absent
from law schools.”
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The Obiter goes abroad

No. 4 – Aryeh Samuel in Jerusalem
marie park › arts & culture editor

T

his week, the Obiter travels to one of the
world’s oldest cities, a cradle of human history, and origin for three of the world’s most
widespread faiths: the beautiful, timeless,
and stately Jerusalem in Israel.
Giving us a first-hand glimpse into the heart of this
ancient place is Aryeh Samuel, currently in the third
year of his Juris Doctor, who hails from New York and
holds and undergraduate degree in Economics. Aryeh
participated in the exchange program to Hebrew
University in Jerusalem (one of the many offered
through Osgoode’s partner schools across the globe)
for the summer of 2013.
Hebrew University is the second oldest post-secondary institution in Israel, and is considered the best
university in Israel by several rankings. The Faculty
of Law, located at the Mount Scopus campus, offers
students from its partner schools the ability to participate in an exchange semester. Courses are offered
in English or Hebrew.
“I wanted to experience legal education in a different setting,” writes Aryeh. “I wanted to be able to
appreciate what assumptions I have about the world
and law, that may
not be assumed in
another culture
or legal system.”
Seeing beyond the
limits of an insular legal education found in a single university setting was not his
only reason to go to Hebrew University. For Aryeh, the
exchange was attractive in that it was heavily subsidized, provided three credits towards his degree, and
because of his personal connections to Jerusalem.
Aryeh described some of the most anticipated parts

ê The University’s front entrance.
of the trip. The city is home to a number of important
historic heritage sites: the Western Wall, the Old City
of Jerusalem, the Holocaust Museum, the shooque (or
the old market), and the pristine beaches in northern Israel. Visiting these places was the highlight of
Aryeh’s exchange.
And of course,
no coverage of
another country is
complete without
talking about the
food. Israeli cuisine is unfamiliar to many Canadians, save a select
number of wildly popularized items like hummus,
falafel, shawarma, halva, pita bread, and maybe even
more recently, shakshuka. Canadians are in dire need
of a better introduction to the cuisine of Jerusalem.
Aryeh gives his suggestions: a Yemenite dessert called

“The city is home to a
number of important historic
heritage sites . . .”

ê An aerial view of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem captures the scale of the campus in its surroundings.

mufleta and an Israeli staple called sabich, a sandwich
combining an unlikely pair of egg and eggplant.
An extended stay away from home can be difficult,
especially considering that studying abroad is commonly a student’s first time being completely independent in a radically different place, but some things
can help to avoid homesickness. “When we were
away, Toronto had been hit with a major rain storm,
one of the biggest in its history,” Aryeh recalls. “[In
Toronto,] buildings had flooded, highways were completely submerged in water. It was a bit sad not to be
home experiencing that with my family, but otherwise I was not homesick at all.”
As for the educational component, Aryeh took
courses directed more toward public international
law, though not entirely relevant to the work he may
do in his articling job. Another course, though, was
in advanced torts involving statistical analyses in the
litigation realm which may become handy training for
a broad range of work areas in the future.
An exchange semester, of course, is not going to be
effortless and exclusively filled with positive experiences. A point of mention about Jerusalem that visitors should be prepared for is the heavy presence of
security throughout the city. “People there are more
aware of their surroundings and yet seem to live fairly
carefree lives at the same time,” he comments. “Truly
remarkable,” he says. Aryeh encourages students to go
experience Jerusalem and Hebrew University as well,
but helpfully notes “that although the trip may be
subsidized, there will be many things that cost money
along the way, so be prepared to spend a bit more than
you may initially think.”
On a final note, Aryeh shares a specific memory
from the semester that he feels has had an impact on
his life: “touring the site of the Hebrew University
café, where a suicide bomber had blown herself up
only a decade prior. Our professor described that day,
and told us how he had been in there eating lunch only
twenty minutes prior.”
To be in a place of historical significance, and to
see how the world continues to move on from such
moments of pain, is powerful indeed. Learning about
the past and observing how lives are influenced by
societal events is in itself a valuable lesson to take
away as a travelling scholar. u
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Jurisfoodence: In Search of Toronto’s Best Brunch
Food Adventure #6: Big Crow
kate henley & karolina wisniewski ›
staff writer & editor-in-chief
Big Crow

176 Dupont St.
K ate: Karolina and I decided that since our last
brunch adventure was such a hit (though, technically,
the restaurant was a miss), she would be my official
brunch companion for the rest of the year. Per her
suggestion, we decided to check out Big Crow, which
is run by the owners of Rose and Sons and Fat Pasha in
a small tent-like structure directly behind R&S. There
is no sign (at least that I could see – we have established that law school has made me blind), so I found
myself wandering into R&S to ask for directions. Let
me save all of you the confusion: there are concrete
steps to the right side of Rose and Sons – head to the
white building in the back.
K arolina: Big Crow is indeed hard to find. Were it
not for the instructions Kate texted to me as I walked
over, I would’ve arrived even later than I already did.
But experience has taught me that all the places worth
seeing (and worth being seen at, for that matter) lack
ostensible signage. It was partly for this reason that I
expected great things from Big Crow, but also because
wandering into alleyways and entering unmarked
sheds as a prelude to brunch added a just enough
whimsy and pseudo-clandestineness to set our meal
off on good footing.

Brunch Hours
Big Crow is open for brunch from 11-3 on Saturdays
and Sundays. Hopefully you aren’t an early riser, or
you may need some pre-brunch sustenance.

Wait Time/Service
Kate: When I was checking out the menu for Big Crow
a couple of days before we went, I discovered that it
takes reservations – a first of any of the restaurants I
have checked out thus far. If you aren’t a planner, you
would still likely be able to find a seat, because there
were a few empty tables the whole time we were there.
K arolina: The empty tables were perturbing, especially considering (spoiler alert) how incredible the
food was. I’m almost hesitant to write this review at
all, simply because I’m worried that the lack of patrons
can be attributed to few people knowing about this
place (it just opened in July), and I don’t want to give
away what I regard to be Toronto’s best kept brunch
secret. But so much for that.
K ate: I didn’t realize it was so new! I no longer feel
that slight bit of shame for, you know, having to ask
where the restaurant was. Once we were seated,
it only took an hour between when we ordered and
when we left – half as long as last week. Our server
was extremely friendly and attentive, and refills of
water and coffee (when ordered – see below) came in
good time. The server kind of reminded me of Cam
from Modern Family?
K arolina: I could see that, but I would describe him
more like Cam with an edge. His acid wash Canadian
tuxedo, studded fedora, and rattail hairstyle reflected

êIn true Canadian fashion, every meal is better when paired with a fried slab of bacon!
the casual but carefully curated atmosphere of Big
Crow. He neglected to ridicule my enthusiastic photodocumentation of the food and the restaurant, for
which I am eternally grateful.
K ate: How did I miss the rattail?! So disappointed. He
actually seemed kind of thrilled when you asked to
take pictures…

Atmosphere
K ate: I thought that Big Crow was going to be in a
tent, and piled on layers thinking it would be cold,
but I was pleasantly surprised to find that it was warm
inside. The atmosphere was really warm and inviting: it is furnished with long picnic tables, each bench
covered in throw blankets; there is also a huge fireplace and an open kitchen, so you can watch your food
being prepared on the barbeque. They also play pretty
decent music, and it was loud enough inside that there
was no fear of a repeat from last week (though there
was no one sitting directly next to us). Downside: the
bathroom is in the Rose and Sons building, which is
only accessible by walking outside between the two
structures.
K arolina: Ambiance done well can add a lot to a restaurant, and walking into Big Crow was tantamount
to being transported away from the Annex and into a
rustic eatery up north. The mess hall tables, cowhide
seat coverings, and casually strewn blankets were
complemented by the easily discernible, yet not overwhelming, smell of the BBQ, all of which coalesced to
form a wintery take on a down-home backyard cookout. I’ve been told that the roof covering is rolled back
in the summer to allow for al fresco dining, but I quite
liked the cozy feel of the winter set up. Lit by candles and warmed by a fire burning at the back of the
restaurant, entering Big Crow was the perfect warm
embrace on a cold November morning.

K ate: Wow, I feel like I’m back there; you should
write for a tourist magazine. Speaking of tourism –
Big Crow actually really reminded me of the Festival
du Voyageur in Winnipeg. If you’ve never been (99%
of you?), it is an outdoor festival held for two weeks in
February (when it is -40 degrees outside) where we
eat traditional French food, drink Caribou (mulled
wine with brandy), and listen to great music. It is all
located in similar cozy tents and is pretty awesome.
Check it out!
Karolina: MULLED WINE AND BRANDY?! My dream
come true. I’m sold; just booked my flight to Winnipeg
for winter reading week.

Coffee
K ate: They do “cowboy coffee” here, meaning you
will find grounds in the bottom of your cup. It is by far
the best coffee that I have had at brunch yet – strong
and delicious – but there is a downside: they charge
you by the cup ($3 each – a bit outrageous), so I had to
stop after two.
K arolina: Kate, your attempts to explain the process
by which cowboy coffee is made were to no avail, so I
Googled it. As far as I can tell, this consists of adding
coarse grounds to a can (or pot, if you’re not camping) of boiling water, and once the coffee is “brewed,”
spinning the can so that the grounds settle at the
bottom, which sounds incredibly fun and extraordinarily dangerous. I suppose it makes sense, given
their method of preparation, that they would have to
charge by the cup, but it’s still kind of a faux pas, in
my opinion. Or maybe I’m just taking the sour grapes
approach, since it’s so delicious I could easily drink
four cups in one sitting.

» see jurisfoodence, page 21
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A Trio of Film Reviews, Currently in Theatres

Spying, Sports, Showbiz The “Dark Side” of Modern Society
kendall grant › staff writer
Citizenfour (2014) 3/4
Urgent, fascinating, and tastefully designed,
Citizenfour is a primal political fable for the digital age; prosaic in its presentation, profound in its
details, and perturbing in its implications. Alarming
and essential, it’s a tapestry of escalating suspense;
a masterful fusion of journalism and art; a rare,
remarkably intimate look at a crucial historical event
as it happened; a living document of a global scandal
straight from the mouth of the whistleblower.
In June 2013, director Laura Poitras (My Country,
My Country, The Oath) – recipient of the 2012
MacArthur Genius Fellowship and co-recipient of
the 2014 Pulizer Prize for Public Service – became
the first journalist
contacted by former
National Security
Agency
c o ntractor Edward
Snowden. After
a series of encrypted e-mails, Poitras travels with
Guardian reporter Glenn Greenwald to Hong Kong
for the first of many meetings to discuss the strategic release of voluminous evidence of industrial-scale
surveillance that will result in the biggest intelligence leak in history.
As Poitras’ third film, Citizenfour is the culmination of a post-9/11 trilogy that spans a dark horizon
from Iraq to Guantánamo. It’s a wow of a thriller; an
enthralling, thought-provoking tale torn from recent
headlines; and a compelling work of cinema, with all
the paranoid density and abrupt changes of scenery
of a John le Carré novel and a soul that isn’t computer
generated. This is bold, fearless filmmaking, with

more in common with All the President’s Men and
The Conversation than any modern “true narrative.”
Blending the brisk globetrotting of the
Bourne trilogy with the atmospheric effects of a
Japanese horror film, Poitras adapts the cold language of data encryption to recount a dramatic saga
of abuse of power, and demonstrates that information
is a weapon that can cut both ways. It’s likely that
her storytelling will be overshadowed by her opportunity, her craft by her access, and her thoroughly,
unashamedly partisan attitude towards Snowden is
an easy target. But she succeeds brilliantly in evoking
a shadow villain intent on world domination.
Like a 1970s paranoia thriller with real-world
consequences, Citizenfour is a useful primer in the
civil liberties and consent issues that Snowden’s
disclosures raised. It’s a real-time tableau of the
confrontation
between the individual and the
state; a gripping
record of how our
rulers are addicted
to gaining more
and more power and control over us, if we let them.
Dictatorships have always relied on the massive gathering of information in order to control their populations; in this brave new cyber world - a Huxleyan
or Orwellian dystopia – democracies may similarly be crossing the line. Senators lie and congressmen squirm, and nobody is held accountable except
Snowden.
Citizenfour wears many hats: it’s a bombshell
revelation, a character study, a world-girdling espionage thriller, a crucial social document, an oblique
manifesto, an expertly crafted exposé, and a model of
understatement. It may be the most disturbing political documentary since Alex Gibney’s Oscar-winning

“In sports, what Foxcatcher
does is called ‘running
out the clock.’”

ê Fellow citizens: There is little time to plan.
Taxi to the Dark Side. Its very existence makes us feel
the danger of government invasion, yet it stands as
a testament to the fact that while cowering under
the corporate jackboot, we still have the power of
expression, and that’s all we need to get a resistance
off the ground.
If Citizenfour ends abruptly, it’s only because the
real-life story is still far from over. How often do you
watch someone change the world in real time? Big
Brother is back, and he’s gone digital. Anyone with a
phone should see it.

Foxcatcher (2014) 3/4
Glacial, passive, and modulated, Foxcatcher is a sinuous, swirling, smoke-black parable of toxic mentorism; a stunted and fiercely unhappy piece of work,
straining hard to deliver home truths about a commonweal that has beaten itself out of shape.
Wrestler Mark Schulz is invited by multimillionaire heir John du Pont to move onto his wealthy
estate and train at his state-of-the-art facility for the
1988 Olympic Games in Seoul. Flattered by the attention, Mark jumps at the opportunity, hoping to step
out of the shadow of his revered brother, Dave, who
takes on the role of coach, despite his nagging uncertainty of du Pont as eccentric benefactor and father
figure.
The performances are hushed and mournful.
Foxcatcher showcases a strong and sullen turn by
Channing Tatum (Magic Mike, Side Effects) as Mark,
and an even-better Mark Ruffalo (Zodiac, The Kids
Are All Right) as Dave, who makes up an entire performance out of grace notes – through hesitation,
delicacy, twitchiness as he circles the leading duo.
Entombed in makeup and a toucan nose, Steve
Carell (Little Miss Sunshine), the same rubber-faced

ê Photo credit: huffingtonpost.com

» see film reviews, page 22
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Donald Sterling’s NBA ban

The scandal that was bound to happen, and finally did
michael silver › contributor

T

here had long been rumors that Donald
Sterling was a racist. People who worked
for him, or even simply crossed paths with
him, all knew it. The NBA always knew it.
But until the events of 2014 it seemed as if there was
nothing that could be done about it.
In February 2014 NBA commissioner David Stern
retired, and was replaced by Adam Silver. Soon
after taking over as commissioner, reports surfaced of an audio recording of LA Clippers owner
Donald Sterling berating his mistress for her friendship with an African-American man. He felt that
posting photos with an African-American man on
her Instagram page reflected poorly on him. The
African-American man in question happened to be
near-billionaire, former NBA star, and current LA
Dodgers owner, Magic Johnson.
This was not the first incidence of Mr. Sterling
exhibiting socially unacceptable, racist behavior.
He earned his fortune as a property developer and
real estate mogul. He has been involved in numerous housing discrimination cases, refusing to rent
properties to people on the sole basis of race. He had
a reputation for treating the African-American players on his team in a blatantly racist manner, and did
the same to his former general manager, former NBA
star Elgin Baylor. However, until the tape of Sterling
berating his girlfriend, none of these indiscretions
had been particularly public.
The tape was a serious embarrassment to the
league. A racist team owner controlling an organization of mostly African-American players created a
negative perception of a pseudo-slave relationship.
The players responded extremely negatively, and
there were reports that the LA Clippers and other
teams considered refusing to play in any games until
the league took strong action against Sterling. This
stance was led by Clippers coach Doc Rivers, along
with NBA star Lebron James. Importantly, league
sponsors indicated that they were unhappy with
the situation. Ultimately, this is likely what forced
action.
In response to the pressure from the league and
the public, commissioner Silver took a strong,
unprecedented step. He instituted a lifetime ban
against Sterling, fined him 2.5 million dollars and
indicated that the league would act within their
power to influence the sale of the team as soon as
possible. Silver was widely praised for acting decisively to remove Sterling, who was perceived to be
bad for league image, and quite simply a bad person.
However, there was also an element of criticism,
largely centered on the premise that the lifetime ban

ê Photo credit: ra-da.com
was excessive, unprecedented, and arbitrary. Sports
leagues generally operate with little external oversight, and the decisions of the commissioner are only
truly answerable to owners. The owners accepted
and praised the decisiveness.
The events that followed are somewhat unclear.
At one point Sterling appeared to have consented to
allowing the sale of the team, to be administered by
his wife. However, he later changed his tune, and
began legal proceedings against
the NBA and his
wife which were
intended to prevent the sale.
While the legal proceedings were ongoing, Mrs.
Sterling solicited bids for the team. The highest bid
was from Steve Balmer, the former CEO of Microsoft.
The bid was for two billion dollars. This was approximately 100 times the value that Sterling paid for the
team some twenty years prior.
The court ruled that because Mr. Sterling was
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, and based on
medical opinion, he was incapable of managing the
business affairs of the team. The court declared Mrs.
Sterling to be the sole trustee of the team on that
basis. The court granted an injunction allowing the
sale of the team, and the sale to Balmer proceeded
unhindered.

The events of the Donald Sterling scandal raised
some serious concerns about the standard of conduct
required for owners of professional sports teams.
The personal views held by Mr. Sterling were clearly
unacceptable, but it is questionable if this was sufficient grounds to force him to sell his team. However,
ultimately the business structure of professional
sports leagues is such that the commissioner as
proxy for the owners legitimately has the right to
force an owner
who reflects negatively on the
league out. This
power should be
used on a limited basis, however, since it derives from the authority of the owners, making a commissioner unlikely
to act contrary to the owners’ wills. In the case of
Sterling, there were exceptional circumstances such
that it was likely appropriate for commissioner Silver
to use this power. In using the power, Silver earned
the respect and admiration of the owners, players,
and the public, and protected the reputation of the
league. u

“. . . commissioner Silver took a
strong, unprecedented step.”
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From Pessimism to Optimism

The Past, Present, and Future of the Toronto Raptors
on its 20th Anniversary
pa r t one: t he re volv ing door
kenneth cheak kwan lam › staff writer

A

s the Raptors enter their twentieth season,
long-time armchair GMs like myself and
		 faithful fans of the franchise can recall the
		 painful journey that the team has taken
since Toronto was awarded a National Basketball
Association (NBA) team back in 1995. Over the past
two decades, we had arguably the league’s one-time
most exciting offensive player (in shooting guard/
small forward Vince Carter), a genuine superstar
in the waiting (in shooting guard/small forward
Tracy McGrady), an all-star power forward/center
(in Antonio Davis), two loyal foot soldiers (in point
guard Alvin Williams and small forward Morris
Peterson), an undersized but solid floor general (in
Point Guard Damon Stoudamire), a future Hall-ofFame center (Hakeem Olajuwon), as well as savvy
veterans whom opponents did not want to mess
with in the low post area (in power fowards/centers
Charles Oakley and Kevin Willis). However, in spite
of all that talent on the court at one point or another,
the franchise never truly found success for the overwhelming majority of its existence. In fact, the team
only made the NBA playoffs a grand total of six times
in twenty seasons with its only sustained playoff run
coming in the 2000-2001 season during the heyday
of Vince Carter. Why?
The reasons contributing to the failures of the
Toronto Raptors are different at various stages of
the franchise. Let us look at the pre-Vince Carter
era, defined as the period from 1995-1998. Did we
have a superstar? No. Did we have good players? Yes,
but really only one: Stoudamire (known as Mighty
Mouse). He was subsequently dispatched to the
Portland Trail Blazers on 13 February 1998, along
with Walt Williams and Carlos Rogers for Kenny
Anderson, Alvin Williams, Gary Trent, two firstround draft picks, a second-round draft pick, and
cash considerations. This trade pretty much sums
up the biggest hurdle the franchise faced at the time:
the inability to retain its own talent! Why? It was
because no NBA players wanted to play for a lowly
expansion team that was made up of marginal talent
and castoffs (most of whom would have realistically
only qualified as rotation players at best on other
teams, if not relegated to playing ‘garbage minutes’),
no NBA players wanted to play for a losing team, and
no NBA players wanted to play in a foreign country
located thousands of miles away from their families (Canada). Indeed, the team really had no choice
but to trade Stoudamire (the face of the franchise
at the time) because he would have left as an unrestricted free agent after the 1997-1998 season (yes,
the length of the entry-level rookie contract was
shorter than today based on the collective bargaining agreement back then). Thus, after inaugural GM
Isaiah Thomas abruptly resigned from his position
(triggered by his failed bid to obtain majority ownership of the team), GM Glen Grunwald (who replaced
Thomas) had to pull the trigger on the deal in order
to secure assets for Stoudamire. Otherwise, Toronto
would have lost Mighty Mouse to unrestricted free
agency, leaving the Raptors with nothing to show

for. These are sad facts, but they are also painful
realities for those of us who followed the franchise
since day one.
Even before Toronto selected Stoudamire (who
won the 1995-1996 NBA Rookie of the Year Award)
in the first round of the 1995 NBA Draft with the
seventh overall pick, the Raptors experienced a
similar problem. In the 1995 NBA expansion draft,
the Raptors used
the first overall pick to take
point guard B. J.
Armstrong, who
was coming off
an all-star season
with the Chicago Bulls after assuming more oncourt responsibilities as a leader in light of Michael
Jordan’s first retirement. Armstrong was described
as the only true prize of the expansion draft because
he had been voted into the 1994 NBA All-Star Game
as a starter in addition to finishing second in the
NBA in three-point field goal percentage at .444, not
to mention that he led the Bulls to a fifty-five win
season and a second-round appearance in the NBA
playoffs. However, Armstrong refused to report to
Toronto and instead officially demanded a trade
(presumably for reasons that I discussed earlier),
eventually forcing the franchise to ship him to the
Golden State Warriors for power forwards Carlos
Rogers and Victor Alexander.
Bottom line, the biggest obstacle that the Toronto
Raptors faced in its early days was that the team was
not able to retain any of its core players, regardless
of whether they were drafted or traded for by the
franchise. As such, Toronto failed to construct a
roster with any sustainable talent or depth. During

this initial phase, the Raptors not only had to effectively build their fifteen-man roster from essentially
ground zero, but the franchise was mired by additional challenges. First, the team was unable to build
through the draft because their first round selections
would opt to leave the franchise at the earliest possible time. Second, Toronto could not trade for elite
talent because it did not have the kind of attractive
young players or
established superstars that opposing teams wanted,
especially since
power for wa rd
Ma rcu s C a mby
was frequently injured and future superstar Tracy
McGrady was only eighteen years old and coming
off the bench in games after being drafted by the
Raptors in the first round of the 1997 NBA Draft with
the ninth overall pick. Third, the franchise failed
to attract any top-tier unrestricted agents to town
because none of them would want to play for Toronto
for reasons that I outlined earlier, particularly since
they could choose their own destination.
Did the Raptors manage to stop the bleeding?
Eventually, the answer is yes (for a few years anyway
during the Vince Carter era, before the problem
began to resurface). Unfortunately, even with Carter
in the fold, the franchise was unable able to get past
the second round of the NBA playoffs. To understand
what held the team back, be sure to tune in to Part 2
of my article. u

“Toronto failed to construct
a roster with any sustainable
talent or depth.”

ê Inaugural Toronto Raptors GM Isaiah Thomas and Damon “Mighty Mouse” Stoudamire. Source: http://blogimages.
thescore.com/tbj/files/2011/05/rookie-damon-stoudemire.jpg
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Interrupted
» continued from page 3
purposefully in order to challenge the law, bring the
legal issues to court, and progress their rights through
the constitution. It’s also interesting that there may
be a second path, outside the Constitution and within
the community itself, that can at least advance the
cultural narratives on how our communities should
look like rather than how they’re imposed on us by
the structures of our society.
S: Part of what I’m saying is that it’s not only the constitution that pulls on these inheritances of sovereignty and the Western liberal individual. I think part
of the problem is our delimitation of community and
our thinking about who is in and who is out. I draw
on the work of Jean-Luc Nancy in this regard. Nancy
argues that every time we draw a border around community, or any other absolute for that matter, anytime
we make this solid, circular boundary and say this is
a thing on the inside and it is absolutely autonomous,
we are telling a lie about that thing. What happens
is that every time we draw that border, it is always
exposed to that which is outside of it. It is always in

relation. So whenever we say, “Here is the absolutely
autonomous individual or nation or community,”
whether it is a romanticized indigenous community
or a romanticized left multitude or a nation state, any
of those things, we’re always telling a lie about that
structure, about its autonomy, its sovereignty.
What I am also arguing is that, it is a challenge to
un-think that inheritance of sovereignty. What the
museum can do (and what a constitution cannot) is
interrupt those notions of community found in constitutions and romantic left and right-leaning vanguardist projects. I don’t see this as a descent into
postmodern abstraction, but a very political question
about how we rethink being together in the world,
especially in order to interrogate colonial legacies.
M: In your article on time, constitutionalism, and
museums, you mention how the students often got
confused or didn’t know what was going on. You
wrote that it was an example of how the universalistic
structure of the museum fails in its attempt to try to
tell a linear version of time. Can you expand on that?

t humbs down

Professors who continue to teach substantive
material in the last lecture.

S: Absolutely. I’m glad you brought that up. I had a
very good mentor who asked me after my visit to the
museum, what surprised me. She encouraged me in
my research to think about what stood out, instead
of reverting to my expected narratives. What I found
were these stories about confusion and frustration.
Staff at the British Museum were so intent and focused
on their program and project—imparting education
on these students—and became very frustrated when
students didn’t understand what was going on or
didn’t get the meaning of the activity. I used that as an
example to show even though the museum attempts
to tell a very strong and steady story about itself, it
cannot actually hegemonically totalize the world.
It is important to be very careful about projecting
our own narratives about these things. I was trying to
be attentive to that. In this case, students were supposed to come up with these astrolabes and understand how they work. They didn’t know what was
going on; and it was quite funny, but like I said, the
staff were quite exasperated.
How I fit that into my own work, into my larger
argument, is to say that these kinds of narratives are
non-totalizing, unable to suffocate the plurality of
the world because there are always things that poke
through and interrupt it. However, I argue that it’s
not just enough to romanticize those moments. We
need to not only think about this, but act. Again,
drawing on Nancy, there is an urgent task to actually
write the interruption on community and not only
rely on these potential moments.
This is where I turn to the possibility of countermonumental memorializing practices at the museum,
using the District Six Museum in Cape Town, South
Africa. That museum makes a real concerted effort to
interrupt community. I talk about their adult educational programs and the ways they take very seriously
the need to interrogate the notions of race, gender,
community, the notion of what decolonization and
the anti-apartheid city look like because they feel
very strongly that the paradigms and the concepts
with which they think about those problems today
are inherited from colonialism and apartheid. If the
racial structure, the very way we understand race, is
inherited by the apartheid structure and we’re trying
to decolonize, and we’re still using those same concepts—there’s a problem. They take as their political project the interruption and interrogation of all
those things. And that, I argue, is the kind of museum
practice I want to herald—not the kind of practice that
attempts to smooth and cohere and tell a particular liberal or neoliberal story about the community.
These counter-monumental memorializing practices
can help interrupt those inherited conceptions of
community.
M: I guess you can say history is alive then, or museums try to make it alive as an ongoing project, instead
of just flattening it over.

ê In September 1864, British North American politicians met in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island to discuss the
possibility of a union. Photo credit: National Archives of Canada

S: Yes, I think that’s a good way of putting it. What
I like about Nancy’s work is that it echoes a lot of
themes found in anti-colonial writing. Critics will
rightly say, why cite this European white dude when
there are a lot of anti-colonial authors who write
about the same stuff? These thinkers are in my work
too but I also think Nancy has done some of the deepest rumination on the paradox of community; he goes
the full distance in attending to my very particular
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concerns. For example, however, Nancy’s concept of
“being-in-common” resonates strongly with the concept of Ubuntu and the kinds of demands and challenges that the concept of Ubuntu presents us with
when we turn to constitutional fetishism.
What Nancy and Mogobe Ramose’s concept of
Ubuntu (he is just one theorist on the topic) do is
challenge the centrality of the social contract as
the delimitation of the political. The social contract
as we think of it in contemporary western liberal
democracies might help us attend to the utilitarian
demands of institutional politics, but if we want to
take seriously the questions of inclusion, reconciliation, memory, and justice, then we have to ask much
bigger questions.
M: After reading your articles, I was thinking about
the Winston Churchill quote “History is written by
the victors” and I was thinking about where history is written. Well, history’s enshrined in our
Constitution, in the stories told in, for example, the
British Museum. So your work goes to interrupting
that and destabilizing their functions, so that history
gets written by those who have their stories silenced—
those that need telling—rather than just the one central normative story that is being told in our society.
S: In a way it is that, and in a way it is more than that,
because one of the dangers is the kind of substitution
of a romantic conception of history, where history
from below becomes the next truth, continuing to
rely on these kinds of conceptions. It’s about a constant interrogation of that notion of history and the
limits of representation writ large. For example, some
of the theorists that talk about counter-monumental
memorializing practices talk about this monument
called the “Monument Against Fascism” constructed
in 1986 in Hamburg. The idea was that they had this
massive obelisk and they got all these people from
Hamburg to write their names on it, and then, over
the next 10 years, they gradually sunk the monument into the ground so that it was gone. For these
South African constitutional theorists thinking about
counter-monumentalism, they kind of herald this as
an example of what they mean. In a way, it is a project
that represents that the unrepresentable also exists.
We want to have a monument that destroys the very
concept of monumentalizing.
The artists claim that the erasure of the monument
puts this responsibility on “us” to stand up against
justice; in other words, monuments aren’t going to
do it for us—we have to do it. Now what I say in my
work is that while the monument was an interesting
gesture, I question the monumentalizing proclivities of such a statement. The idea imputed here is that
we are not “fascists”—but how can we be so sure? We
know our concepts of freedom and justice often get
tangled in imperialist and colonial projects. The very
concept of justice needs to be interrogated. So counter-monumentalizing for me goes even further than
the erasure of the monument; it is about writing that
interruption and that need to interrupt these narratives. Just getting rid of the monument doesn’t quite
do it. You need that constant interrogation of what is
being monumentalized – whether in material reality
or discursively—and that is why I see that possibility
in the museum, the District 6 Museum in particular.
M: So I guess it is important to tackle the big
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questions, attack the centralized hegemonic institutions that dictate the boundaries of community?
S: In a way, but again, it can also be an interrogation of grassroots organizations that want to romanticize community and say, “We’re the oppressed.
We need to have our own story/we need to tell the
story.” And there’re larger political questions about
that. For example, Amy Lonetree wrote this book
called Decolonizing Museums, and she would basically argue against me; she would say that what I
am suggesting is a descent into Postmodernism,
and when we romanticize this kind of fragmentation and resistance to narrative, especially the narratives of the oppressed, we forget to tell the story
of the oppressed. So what she says in the American
context is that museums, rather than descending into
Postmodernism, need to just tell the story of colonization and how the Indigenous people in the United
States have been screwed over because that story isn’t
out there. I take that on board.
There is something very important to what she’s
saying. On the other hand, I wonder about it as a limited strategy, in terms of bringing in or continuing
those inheritances about how we think about community and the individual within it. I’m not sure we
can get away from it if we keep perpetuating the same
memorializing techniques we’ve been using.

ê The preliminary draft of Canada’s constitution by the

Colonial Office. Photo credit: National Archives of Canada

M: I like your idea of destabilizing the constant
attempt to memorialize, because for me, even
Postmodernism, in its attempt to allow more voices
to be heard by removing the tyrannical hegemony, or
totalizing center, however you want to put it, creates
a void in the middle, a black hole that the fragmentary narratives orbit around. But instead of allowing
more voices to be heard, everything gets sucked into
it because nothing is allowed to occupy that centre,
and nothing is actually being heard. In your view, as
the title of your talk “Community Interrupted: To a
Less Constitutional Constitutionalism” today suggests, while the centre, the Constitution, stays intact,
we have to work to constantly interrupt it, to remind
it that it’s delimitation of community is not the be all
and end all, not absolute.
S: Absolutely. Rather than romanticize a retreat into
“you cannot say anything” or a self-satisfaction in
fragmentation, we need to have that constant engagement, that writing of the interruption. What I am
arguing is not a rejection of constitutionalism, but
a defetishization of it: the lessening of the centrality of the Constitution, while simultaneously writing the interruption. Those two things together are
what I am articulating as a counter-monumental
constitutionalism. u
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Ghomeshi charged with four counts of sexual
assault, and overcoming resistance.
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Carding
» continued from cover
from 17 November 201 4. As a young racialized
person born and raised in Toronto, I have had several
negative experiences with carding practices across
the city, and am concerned about the introduction of
something similar at my school.
My questions are as follows:
1. Does this policy have a history at Osgoode, or is
this its first appearance?
2. Have complaints about a shortage of study space
been made by students or observed by staff,
during the exam period and/or otherwise?
3. Under what authority was the decision to implement the policy taken, and how were students
consulted?
4. Were alternatives considered to address the twin
needs of study space and accessibility?
5. Do you or others involved in the decision-making process hold similar or different concerns
about the policy?
My own concerns are two-fold. First, and speaking from experience, I have found that the vesting of power in one group to demand identification
from another tends to create an atmosphere of suspicion and antagonism where none previously
existed. This is all the more so when the place where
such exchanges suddenly start to occur is public, as
I understand our library to be. The danger is that a
policy of this sort, irrespective of the quality of its
enforcement, will over time erode relations of trust
between and among students and staff, creating in
their stead hostilities, hierarchies and a generalized

perception of inaccessibility. Restricted access thus
threatens to deform the nature of public space and
maim our collective experience of it. This is not the
sort of community I was hoping to enter or build as a
student at Osgoode.
Second, I worry deeply that the practice of carding, which is being used to enforce the new policy,
will ultimately play out along axes of race and class.
While I appreciate your assertion that access restrictions at Osgoode will unfold “without any perception of bias”, with respect, I don’t think such a thing
can be either promised or achieved. Discretion is
unavoidable in any enforcement scheme, and, as
we’ve learned in State and Citizen, it is also often
exercised differentially in an unequal society.
Indeed, those of us on the wrong side of race and
class can attest to this everyday reality - the myriad
subtle ways that prejudicial suspicion is conveyed
through eye-contact, hand gestures, facial expressions and general bodily comportment if not always
express speech. I have full confidence that front-line
staff at Osgoode harbour no such prejudices personally, but instructing them to enforce this policy
threatens to place a different agency from their own
at the helm of their actions. The impact on students
like myself, though rarely broadcast owing to its
habituation, is damaging.
On that note, I’d like to comment briefly on your
public email of 21 November 2014, in which you
thanked “everyone for your understanding in showing your student ID when entering the library.”
Perhaps it’s best to refrain from communicating firm
conclusions about the enthusiasm of “everyone” for
this policy after only a week has elapsed. That sort
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ê Law students only. No SNAILS allowed!
of message suggests not only that consent to carding is the normal, self-evident, universal reaction
of students. More iniquitously, it renders feelings of
discomfort and opposition marginal before they can
even be thought through, let alone articulated. This
foreclosing of the space for critical reflection may in
turn discourage students with alternative views to
the putative majority from coming forward, stifling
democratic deliberation in the process.
Everyone deserves a place to read, write and
think in relative tranquility, law students included
- of that I’m sure we agree. I believe that the Law
Library’s restricted-access policy, however wellintentioned, functions to undermine this principle rather than further it. Please let me know your
thoughts when you can.
Sincerely,
parmbir
u
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Christmas
» continued from page 5
own past and present. The Ghost of Christmas Past
makes a persuasive argument in favour of returning
to my old life back in BC, and without consideration
of what the Ghost of Christmas Present has to bring,
I would be sitting on a patio drinking craft beer and
wearing flip flops right now rather than contemplating the implications of separate class voting in amalgamation squeeze-outs. On its face, the choice seems
easy, almost obvious, until I’m confronted with the
fruits of my labour for the past fifteen months. My
Ghost of Christmas Present points out the daunting task I have taken on for myself, and reminds me
of how, despite contrary expectations, I have been
able to keep step without faltering. I see the incredible opportunities that I never would have had if I had
chosen to stay in my old life. I see the impact that this
experience has had on me, for better and worse, and
how it has transformed me from the person I used
to be. I also see the quality of new connections that
I have made with my peers around me, and though
it may seem overstated, those friendships have truly
become one of the key reasons why I don’t regret the
decision I made.
Do I enjoy the ninety-minute commute to a part of
the GTA defined by the strange disparate conglomerate of corporate headquarters, visible minorities, and
the academic elite? Not particularly. Have I suddenly
turned a blind eye to the systemic failings of our profession and the inevitable frustration my participation in it will bring? No, I couldn’t if I tried. Nor do I
hold an enlightened perspective toward the SNAILS
in our library or the technical hiccups that we are
told will be resolved ‘soon.’ I have simply come to
understand that these irritants pale in comparison
to the enjoyment I get from knowing that whatever
happens in the years ahead, I have already acquired
rewards that will last me for life. While I may have
given up the comfort and familiarity of a career I
knew well and lost the possibility of a future together
with my partner, I have gained insights that will
forever change the way in which I view the world
around me, and formed friendships with people I
could now never imagine being without. Yes, we pay
a high price to be here, on so many different levels.
And if given the chance, I would pay it again.

sit in a different position than that of the bitter, old
miser, Ebenezer Scrooge. Ours is a tale characterized by just the opposite. We are all acutely aware of
the consequences that are in store for us should we
choose to pursue our goals absent-minded of our
actions in the present day. In fact, I might argue that
we would be better served to remind ourselves, not
of the repercussions of our imagined failures, but the
potential avenues leading to success. They are waiting
for us if we are willing to overcome our own expectations of what the future is supposed to entail, and
embrace the uncertainty involved in navigating the
waters of a profession that offers no guiding bright
lines. So with that said, I can’t say what my Ghost of
Christmas Yet to Come has hidden behind his back.

And I’m not sure that I want to know. I’m content in
the knowledge that I currently have, and the confidence I have in my own ability to continue making
choices that lead me to a future I will be proud of. The
key is to have faith in yourself and not the changing
environment around you.
And on that note, I wish you all the best on each of
your journeys, and hope that you find time to pause
the calamity this time of year brings in order to
reflect upon what your own Christmas spirits may
bring you. Hopefully it involves some combination of
cheer, good tidings, and vast quantities of rumballs.
Preferably sans ball. u

ê Everyone’s favourite kind of Christmas spirit. . . Photo credit: foodnetwork.com
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The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come
At this point, I can’t help but hear Donald Rumsfeld’s
infamous line, “there are known knowns” running through my head. Further to his point, I find
myself in the difficult position of attempting to comment upon the unknown unknowns. I could propose wild, thinly-supported speculations as to what
future lies ahead, but that would be tantamount to
suddenly departing from an empirical exposition
into the frolics of my own imagination. But I suppose
that’s simply a reality that I should come to accept if
I intend to have any chance at a successful career in
the law.
As I consider the possible futures that we may face
upon our graduation, I realize that I couldn’t draft a
more fearsome cautionary tale than our current reality indicates. From articling shortages to increasingly automated processes, the legal landscape is one
suffering from the impact of economic hardship like
many other industries. However, unlike A Christmas
Carol, this is not a tale that must inevitably lead to
such fear mongering in order to make its point. We
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ISIS
» continued from page 6
from the tyrannical monetary system that was
imposed on the Muslims and was a reason for their
enslavement and impoverishment.”
After a merger brought al-Baghdadi to ISIS, publicly issued reports and statements were released
showing eighteen semi-autonomous provincial
divisions in 2010. Precise timing and resources for
attacks is left in the hands of local commanders and
detailed data is compiled on the performance and
daily operation of these semi-autonomous units. The
latest report is 410 pages, and includes metrics from
7681 operations in Iraq in 2013, listing assassinations
(doubling in 2013 to 1,083), and detonations of roadside bombs or other IEDs (4,465 in 2013). Experts
estimate that because of IS’ rapid expansion, its leaders focus on recruiting unit commanders who can be
trusted. Many have been freed from prisons (including death row inmates) or brought in from Jihadi networks through a “mergers and acquisitions strategy.”
A large part for the condemnation from the West
and organizations such as Amnesty International
came as a result of the Mosul offensive on Iraq’s
second largest city. In June 2014, ISIL attacked the
historic city, with forces numbering approximately
1500, while Iraqi forces were at least fifteen times
stronger. As the militants advanced, they seized military vehicles and weapons, and hung, crucified, and
burned soldiers. After a lack of coordination by the
Iraqi forces and bitter fighting, most of the defenders of the city, including the army and police, either
deserted or defected. Several facilities, including
Mosul International Airport, which had served as a
hub for the US military in the region were captured.
Helicopters, jet fighters, seven hundred Humvees,
and even tanks were seized by ISIS. After the takeover
of the local prison, ISIL separated and removed the
Sunni inmates (and freed thousands of other Sunni
prisoners who are likely to join the insurgency),
while the remaining 670 prisoners were executed.
In July, a deadline was issued by ISIS to either convert to Islam, pay tax, leave, or be killed. As a result,
Christians abandoned the historic Christian city,
which contains the tombs of several Old Testament
prophets. The tomb of Jonah was later destroyed, as
was a statute of the Virgin Mary and an 1800 year old
church. For the first time in Iraqi history, the city of
Mosul was empty of Christians. The price of tomatoes

ê ISIS in Iraq quareling with Sunni Allies. Photo credit: nbcnews.com
has risen six- fold, the price of kerosene three-fold,
and electricity is provided for an average of two hours
every four days, with the previous rations handled by
the Iraqi government no longer being provided.
Elsewhere, IS is holding thousands of people hostage inside ISIS territory, having taken members of
the Yazidi minority sect, with estimates of 2500 to
seven thousand captives. Prospects for a rescue are
bleak. The group also is reviving the practice of slavery . The October edition of their English publication, Dabiq, includes an argument for the practice, as
well as accounts of how Yazidi women were distributed amongst the fighters as a kind of tax. Enslaved
families are now sold by the IS soldiers. The organization warns “weak-minded” followers that “enslaving the families of the [infidels] and taking their
women as concubines is a firmly established aspect
of the Shariah” and “[i]f one were to deny or mock
[it], he would be denying or mocking the verses of the
Quran.” Women, including young girls, are sold at

slave markets, raped, forced to marry, or imprisoned
in the homes of fighters. Families are often told to
choose between death and conversion. Human Rights
Watch released a report warning that the abduction
and abuse of Yazidi civilians may amount to crimes
against humanity.
According to the Iraqi government, since June, IS
has controlled a vast compound in Iraq containing
2,500 rusting chemical weapons rockets containing
Sarin, which were only partially destroyed by the US
in the 1991 Gulf War. There was also about 180 tons of
sodium cyanide, a very toxic chemical, at the facility.
Assurances were made by US Defense Department
spokesman Rear Admiral John Kirby, who said that
according to the US’ best understanding, such material is quite old and unlikely to be fit for use.
In July, Iraq followed up its previous warning
to say that IS have seized nearly forty kilograms of
nuclear materials (namely uranium) for scientific
research. But the UN atomic agency (IAEA) said the
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material was “low grade” and did not pose a significant security risk. While two of the three fighter jets
in the IS possession were allegedly destroyed by the
Syrian air force in October, the risk of future IS capture of jets and aircraft looms large. MiGs are already
in use, with former Iraqi pilots training ISIS members to fly the jets. As well, while US-led airstrikes on
IS militants have destroyed four tanks and damaged
another, there is danger that these will be replaced
by other equipment captured in Iraq, Syria, and
elsewhere.
However, perhaps the greatest threat is the
recruitment of foreign fighters, and the encouragement of home-grown terror. According to an October
report released by the UN, approximately fifteen
thousand foreign Jihadists from more than eighty
countries have joined the group since June, and three
thousand foreign fighters have been recruited since
September. Recruits are reached through a network
of known jihadi supporters who act as scouts, as
well as through social media. According to experts,
the majority of recruits are men who have no prior
connection to Syria and are new to Islam. The countries with some of the highest proportions of recruits
(adjusted for population size) are Belgium, Sweden,
Jordan, and Tunisia.
One of the explanations offered for high recruitment figures is that ISIS is extremely welcoming
to foreigners (as much of the leaders are foreigners themselves), and that recruitment campaigns
on social media are designed and produced by
Western members to be more appealing. Such campaigns appeal to those that feel restless or purposeless, and allow them to make a difference, belong,
and meet other foreigners from around the world.
Matthew Levitt, director of counter-terrorism at the
Washington Institute for Near East Policy, writes that
videos showing IS “capturing territory, establishing
states, and beheading enemies…show they are the
sexiest jihadi group on the block.”
In November, ISIS claimed that the two attacks
against Canadians in Quebec and Ottawa were the
“direct result” of its call for violence in countries
that had joined the international military campaign
against the terror group. As Dabiq put it: “By calling on Muslims around the world to rise up in arms,
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the sheikh launched attacks in Canada, America and
Australia…[with] nothing more than words and a
shared belief in the act of worship that is jihad.” Both
Couture-Rouleau and Zehaf-Bibeau were individually
mentioned in the report; they were recent converts to
Islam and had troubled personal lives, making them
more susceptible to IS’ influence.
Given all of the above, and especially following
Jihadi John’s brazen videos, America is leading a
global coalition seeking to eradicate IS, alongside a
multinational humanitarian effort. Canadian F-18s
have also participated in the campaign, which mostly
includes aerial bombings using jets and drones.
Hundreds of ISIS fighters have been killed so far. Both
the US and the UK have vowed to take revenge following the beheadings, with other countries like
France, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Norway, Spain
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain joining. Some of
these countries have sent troops, while others have
sent equipment. Still, these countries are divided:
some will only participate in Iraq, while others will
only participate in Syria. This is somewhat dangerous since ISIS itself does not recognize these borders,
which could lead to aborted attacks if an imaginary border is crossed. Muslims around the world
have also condemned the acts of ISIS. Even Iran and
Hezbollah are acting against ISIS, and were indeed
the first ones to do so. u
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Nightmare
» continued from page 7
2006 Census of Canada figures, Ukrainian Canadians
number 1,209,085 (3.9 per cent of the country’s population) and are mainly Canadian-born citizens. This
makes them Canada’s ninth largest ethnic group,
and means Canada has the world’s third-largest
Ukrainian population.” This undeniable relationship, along with a majority of Ukrainian Canadians
living in Western Canada, has no doubt made the
recent events a decisive issue for Canadian politicians looking towards the next federal election. The
PMO (Prime Minister’s Office) has been especially
occupied in building a stronger relationship with
Ukraine and in September hosted newly elected president Petro Poroshenko in Ottawa. In addition to
the PMO’s office, Canada has been on the forefront of
assisting Ukraine in casting off the endemic corruption formerly found in elections and sent over three
hundred observers for the 2014 presidential elections. Canada has played a pivotal role in the current state of Ukraine as an independent nation and
was the first Western nation to recognize and affirm
its sovereignty in 1991. It also played a role via NATO
in the 1997 NATO-Ukraine Charter. This Charter
was preceded by the 1994 Budapest Memorandum
on Security Assurances. By entering into this memorandum, Ukraine became the first and only nuclear
power to completely disarm. This was done on the
promise of the signatories’ respect for independence
and sovereignty and the existing borders of Ukraine.
The signatories included: Ukraine, the United
Kingdom, the United States, and, most importantly,
the Russian Federation. While, it is needless to say
this treaty has been breached, Putin has continued
to categorically deny Russia’s involvement in the
invasion in Ukraine. This lying, not only during the
invasion and annexation of Crimea but the continued invasion of Eastern Ukraine, is a geo-political
travesty and a use of double-speak that even George
Orwell would cringe upon hearing.
While it can be understood from a geopolitical
perspective that Russia is struggling to maintain its
regional grip, it cannot be given a pass as to the methods and tactics it has been using. From Ukraine’s sovereign perspective, it is legitimately choosing to turn
away from Russia, the endemic corruption it represents and the old power structure which had been
installed and supported by Russia. After a people’s
revolution banished a superbly corrupt president,
who had amassed a personal fortune to the tune of
billions of dollars (up to $36 billion were stolen by
Yanukovich), Ukraine has made its claim that it is
willing to fight for its own truly independent future.
To say that many in Ukraine want greater integration with the West is an understatement. On 16
September, the Ukrainian president, on behalf of the
Parliament, signed an Association Agreement with

ê The Twitter ‘war of the maps’ between Russia and Canada went viral back in August this year.
Photo credit: mirror.co.uk

the European Union formalizing Ukraine’s initial step
towards Member State status. Even more recently, on
21 November, the newly formed coalition government
stated its intention to cancel its non-aligned status
with NATO and resume full integration and eventual
membership with NATO. While many arguments
exist which forward the idea that the “real fight”
going on in Ukraine is between the United States and
Russia, and that this is simply a proxy battle, it would
be a disservice to the ongoing battle for Ukrainian
sovereignty and true independence to accept them
and ignore the context discussed above. As Russia
has continually promised to be the “Fatherland”
for ethnic Russians in eastern Ukraine, it should be
noted what kind of new reality the Ukrainian Tatars
and business people are now facing after Crimea’s
annexation; forced evictions/expulsions and nationalization of businesses “unfriendly” to the newly
appointed Russian control mechanism in Crimea.
Thousands of people have died on both sides over
the past twelve months. The issues at hand are complex and convoluted. As John Baird recently wrote
about this issue, “[i]f history has taught us anything, it is that Russia’s greatness derives from the
people—from their culture, from their creativity in so many spheres, from their industriousness,
from their bravery and indeed, from the resilience
of the ‘Russian soul’.” The Ukrainian people have
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shown that, through their resilience against a much
better financed, equipped and prepared enemy, they
are willing to lay down their lives for the right to
self-determination.
Putin and the oligarchs controlling Russia have
put themselves in a situation where Russia is nearing
the edge of a precipice; the ruble has dropped by over
30% from November 2013, inflation is projected to
be over 9% in 2015, thousands of dead Russian soldiers are showing up all over Russia without obituary details, the Ukrainian Crimean citizens who had
relied on state assistance from Ukraine are all expecting government support and the increasing and persistent sanctions imposed by the EU and the US has
begun to cripple its financial markets and economy.
The question of Russia’s resolve will now be tested.
How much pain will Putin and his cronies be able to
apply to their own country before it crumbles around
them? When will the Russian people say enough is
enough, this nightmare is over, Ukraine’s future is
its own and this failed revanchist agenda is ceased?
When will the bear awaken from its nightmare?
Until then, we must be thankful that we live in a
democratic and free nation, where we can choose our
government, criticize it as we feel, and embrace the
values our forefathers fought for in both World Wars,
as enshrined in our Constitution. But we must support Ukraine, in spirit and in aid, as it may be the
thread that holds together or unravels the stability
and peace European nations have enjoyed over the
last sixty years.
(* The author acknowledges his Ukrainian roots and
the persecution his family suffered at the hands of
the USSR. This article was written to provide needed
context on some of the issues surrounding the current
conflict and was not meant to be exhaustive.) u
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Jurisfoodence
» continued from page 10

LLBO licensed
K ate: They do serve alcohol, but a cocktail will cost
you at least $11, and a pitcher for the table is nearly
$40. I was definitely feeling too broke to order one,
but apparently they put bacon in their Caesars, which
sounds like it might be delicious, but possibly really
disgusting…
K arolina: Nothing to report on this front, since I
didn’t order any drinks. Next time.

The Food
K ate: A few people have questioned the fact that I
seem to always get the “standard breakfast” at these
brunch places; my response is that, if they can’t do the
basics right, they cannot possibly be the best brunch
spot in Toronto. That being said, I got Big Crow’s version of the standard breakfast, and it was great: two
big pieces of thickly-cut barbequed bacon, three fried
eggs, a piece of bread that was grilled on the barbeque,
and a grilled potato with blue cheese ranch and green
onions.
I wasn’t into the potato, but I think this is more of a
subjective opinion – I don’t really like ranch, and the
blue cheese was a bit much in the morning; however,
objectively, I think it was done well. The grilled bread
was delicious and the eggs were eggs, but the real
highlight was the bacon – I am so happy I am no longer
a vegetarian and was able to enjoy it. In all seriousness, the bacon at Big Crow was like the best I’ve ever
had; no matter what you get, order a side of bacon. You
won’t regret it.
K arolina: I ordered the coal baked brie, which
arrived with the tinfoil peeled back to reveal a perfectly warmed and generous helping of the cheese,
accompanied by rapini slathered in a delicious sweet
chilli and garlic glaze and two massive, toasted slices
of ciabatta bread, doused in olive oil. Apparently Rose
and Son’s greasy spoon-esque cooking methods are
not lost on its little sister.
Though sinful, the food was delicious. The chilli
rapini had a bit of a kick without being too spicy for
the early hour. My love affair with carbohydrates was
well attended to. Warm, freshly toasted bread, crispy,
but still soft in places, is one of life’s greatest pleasures.
Add some quality olive oil and it just might’ve carried
the meal on its own. Luckily, there were no weak spots
to compensate for.
My only complaint is that the rapini, though not
undercooked to my taste, was tough and the dull
knives just couldn’t cut through it. But I suppose no
one’s all that concerned with etiquette at Big Crow,
which the owner has described as “less than casual,”
so I gave up and chowed down on the rapini with
reckless abandon.
K ate: Your description of the bread and olive oil
reminds me of that time we went on a bike tour in
Chianti, Italy while on exchange, and all we ate was
bread dipped in locally made olive oil – amazing.
It is also noteworthy that Big Crow has a brunch
dessert menu; it sounded delicious, but considering
that I think I only ate half my meal, I just couldn’t
hack it.
K arolina: And as Karolina sat in her darkened room,
illuminated by a single ray of light emanating from
her desk lamp, dressed in the same sweatpants she
had worn for the last 24 hours, subsisting solely on

ê Big Crow’s vegetarian meal is enough to spark memories of drinking wine and cycling through Tuscany.
canned soup of questionable provenance, nearly suffocating beneath the pile of class notes, textbooks,
and highlighters that surrounded her, she wept for
the days she spent in Italy, drinking wine and cycling
through Tuscany. Thanks, Kate.

Cost
K ate’s meal: Breakfast ($15) + 2 cups of coffee ($6) =
$21 + tax and tip.

should be so over-saturated with law. On the bright
side, that’s an awesome name for a law-themed bar,
if I ever heard of one. Listen to me, law-themed bar.
Time to cry now.
K ate: #It’sAlmostOver u

fin a l SCORE

K arolina’s meal: Breakfast ($14) + coffee ($3) = $17
+ tax and tip.

service: 4.5/5

Final thoughts

atmosphere: 5/5

K ate: Despite the outrageous beverage prices, I would
definitely go back; amazing food, great service, snug
atmosphere (and a patio in the summer!) - this was
the best overall experience I’ve had in Toronto yet. Go
ASAP before it becomes too popular and you’re forced
to wait outside for an hour in order to get a table!
K arolina: This is one of the most unique restaurants
I’ve been to in a while. It’s so versatile. Before we had
even left, I was already thinking about all of the different people I wanted to return with. Big Crow would
be the perfect forum for both a romantic date night
or a lazy lunch with friends. Its fun, but not too pretentious or hip; this is the kind of place my parents
and I could both genuinely enjoy (thereby allowing me
to avoid caving to their middle-aged sensibilities and
inevitably ending up at some kind of steakhouse or
Italian restaurant). Oh, and the food is stupidly good.
K ate: Though Karolina clearly enjoyed the restaurant
as a vegetarian, I honestly think that without eating
the meat, you would be missing out on a huge part of
the experience – the smell alone is enough to turn you
into a carnivore.
Karolina: I also feel compelled to note the depressing
factoid that while writing this review, each time I reference the restaurant’s name, without fail, the words
I type at first instance are Big Crown. Oh that my brain

food: 4.5/5
overall:
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Film reviews
» continued from page 11
comedian who gave us the dim-witted meteorologist of Anchorman, is the real shock to the system.
He delivers a commanding, compellingly creepy
portrayal of a man with dead eyes and a cold heart;
someone who’s grown up under a withering gaze,
who watches over his underlings with the predatory
gaze of an eagle, and whose effortful self-containment is second-guessed by a dangerous flicker in his
eyes. Stiff, staring, alien, and pathetically funny, he’s
a monster of American wealth; a coiled serpent in an
ill-fitting tracksuit.
These performances are beyond reproach, which
makes it even stranger that the film never quite
turns into the crushing experience it should be. Du
Pont’s meticulous, airless haven, referred to as the
“big house,” may remind you of the mansion from
Sunset Blvd. or the motel from Psycho. And as a dark
drama masquerading as a sports movie, channelling
The Wrestler and The Social Network, it’s most obvious yardstick is Raging Bull - an unfairly impossible
measure of a film’s success.

Cannes Best Director winner Bennett Miller
(Capote, Moneyball) and his screenwriters thought
through every scene, line, and minute of Foxcatcher,
which proceeds like a well-constructed argument.
The dialogue is spare, rich, and thorny, and essential
at understanding the tightly wound triangle at its
centre. Miller’s canniest achievement is his depiction
of the precariousness of bonds, and how those bonds
can shift drastically and imperceptibly. As detailed as
a dust-covered oil painting, Foxcatcher is admittedly
fascinating in its incremental layering of a bizarre
and thoroughly warped character study.
Yet its reasoned and restrained approach – never
less than careful and clever – and Greig Fraser’s centuries-old-mausoleum-inspired cinematography, not
to mention the punishingly long running time, make
for a feeling of funereal sobriety, exacerbated by the
oppressive atmosphere of fatalism as it builds to its
tragic climax. Foxcatcher reaches for big insights
about American ambition and greed and the dangers of unchecked entitlement, while simultaneously
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ê An incredibly sad and poignant portrait of two men desperate for greatness.

treating its real-life subjects like the stars of a Greek
tragedy.
As a result, the movie falls prey to the characters’
repression. Few dramas plumb the quirky, unsettling depths of human nature like Foxcatcher, but it
proves impossible to embrace because of fundamental miscalculations in craft, set design, and makeup,
along with a certain clumsiness in which it overstates its twisted patriotism (watch for the US flags
and incessant cheering) and manipulates its sad
story into a grand statement on the supposed lack of
American values.
In sports, what Foxcatcher does is called “running out the clock.” The performances elevate the
material majestically, but can’t bring it across the
finish line. It’s basically one long, sick joke played
at half speed, maddeningly indistinct, as if the necessary details remain somehow inaccessible to us,
when a little less muting might have made it mesmerizing. Instead, Foxcatcher is a good character
study with acting so fine that it’s irksome; it’s not
in the service of a real, emotional wallop. A win has
rarely seemed more self-defeating.

Maps to the Stars (2014) 2.5/4
Virulent, dismal, crackling, and unforgiving, Maps
to the Stars is a sickly enjoyable wallow in the scandalous side of show business; a writhing, pharmaceutically heightened waking nightmare; and a
grotesque noir vivisectional in its scorn and sadism.
It’s a seething cauldron of a film.
A tour through the lives of an LA family chasing celebrity, one another, and the relentless ghosts
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of their pasts, Maps to the Stars follows the Weiss’s.
Agatha (Mia Wasikowska) is a shady schizophrenic
who arrives from Florida and lands a job as the personal assistant of Havana Segrand (Julianne Moore),
an aging diva with bubblehead mannerisms and a
penchant for impromptu threesomes. Stafford (John
Cusack) is a self-promoting self-help guru whose
“Hour of Personal Power” has brought him A-list
clientele. Christina (Olivia Williams) manages the
career of their disaffected child-star son, Benjie, a
fresh graduate of rehab at age 13.
Cusack exudes telegenic charm when hocking
his bestselling guide to holistic healing and dials
up the ferocity when dealing with the unwanted
Agatha, and Williams (Anna Karenina) matches
Cusack ounce for ominous ounce. Cannes Best
Actress winner Moore (Don Jon) gets the tricky tone
uniquely right, effervescing and spooling disgust,
playing Havana like a person walking a tightrope
over a yawning pit of psychosis; her rabid emotions
threatening her to knock her off and send her plummeting into the abyss. Since The Kids Are All Right,
Wasikowska has completed a string of roles doused
in intense existential angst (Jane Eyre, Stoker, Only
Lovers Left Alive, The Double).
C a n ad i a n d i re c tor D av id C ronenb erg
(Videodrome, A History of Violence, Eastern
Promises) has nothing left to prove. Working an
even deeper haunted groove than David Lynch did
in Mulholland Dr., Maps to the Stars is an etchedin-acid comedy that attempts to dig deeper into the
perversions and pathologies undergirding the Dream
Factory than anything since. While far from his canniest piece of filmmaking, it’s definitely his angriest:
Cronenberg constructs his crystal kingdom, then
launches his stones with mischievous joy, panning
satiric gold from the muck of celebrity ills, in a place
where reality depends on your dosage.
Graphic, dark, and horrifying, Cronenberg’s
vision is as bright as a sunlamp, as still as a morgue,
and as sterile as an operating table, offering no moral
stance, full of that dreamy fixation with aberration and perversity. It doesn’t touch Sunset Blvd. or
All About Eve, but Cronenberg is on bullish form;
the script is dipped in venom – black-hearted to the
point of being mean-spirited (there are jokes about
being “menopausal” and Mother Teresa being “f***ed
up,” and metaphoric singing/dancing on the grave of
a young boy) – and the cast is on full power.
Drenched in unhappiness that oozes out of the
screen, Maps to the Stars dabbles in every repugnant taboo under the sun – child abandonment,
sexual abuse, drug addiction, pyromania, facial disfigurement, hallucinations, animal cruelty, retaliatory menstruation, graveyard wedding ceremonies,
incest, murder by strangulation and blunt force
trauma, and mass suicide. It’s one of the least sympathetic Hollywood take-downs ever mounted.
Cronenberg always does justice to his characters; he
just leaves them without hope.
Maps to the Stars is a tale of terminal wastrels
with the twisted structure of a Greek tragedy and
the rictus grin of a rancorous sitcom. A plaintive
chord of melancholy rings throughout, evident in the
repeated invocations of Paul Éluard’s poem “Liberty,”
a paean to freedom clandestinely published at the
height of the Nazi occupation of France. The statusanxiety, fame-vertigo, sexual satiety, and all-encompassing fear of failure which poisons every triumph
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ê Julianne Moore in Maps to the Stars.
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are displayed with an icy new connoisseurship.
Narratively unwieldy and tonally jumbled, the
plot is predictable, melodramatic, and nonsensical, and often comes across as jaded mumbo-jumbo.
Yet for a film that has so many problems, it is one of
the more watchable ones. It has a venomous bite that
makes you think and shudder with outrage. With so
many industry neuroses exposed and horrors nested
within horrors, one viewing is too much, and not
enough.
Scraping away the shiny surface of Hollywood to
discover a Cronenbergian outbreak of tortured families, reprehensible behaviour, and extreme violence,
Maps to the Stars is an elaborate circus of errors
that’s close to the fake smiles and boardroom handshakes of the real thing. It’s a remorseless assault on
a Tinseltown stoned on the self-delusion that it’s a
hard-working utopia, an altruistic fountain gushing the milk of human kindness, when it’s actually a world comprised of destructive impulses, and
designed to breed more of them. u
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It was Christmas morning when 							, 						, and
person #1

person #2

						 came 						 down the stairs. They started
person #3	verb (‘ing’)

						 their gifts. “									!” said
	verb (‘ing’)

excl amation

						. “I got a 						 						.”
person #1

adjec tive

noun

“									!” said 						. “I love this
common phr ase

person #2

					 						.” “								!”
adjec tive

noun

slogan

said 							. “I’ve always wanted a 						!” Just then,
person #3

noun

Mom and Dad came 					 into the room. “Merry 							!”
	verb (‘ing’)

holiday

they said. “Time for 							. Anybody want some 						?”
ac tivit y

plur al noun

“Merry 									 to you, too!” said 						 and
holiday

person #1`

						. “Let’s eat!” “										!” yelled
person #2

catchphr ase

					. “Then we can all 							 together!”
person #3

ac tivit y

